Help us build peace on our college campuses through theatre, engagement & action!

The TE'A Project

is in the running to receive a Pepsi Refresh grant & we need your votes!

In 2008, The TE’A Project gathered a company of talented and committed young artists to create Under the Veil: Being Muslim (and non–Muslim) in NYC, post 9/11, an award winning, documentary-style play, creatively crafted to help Americans transform the conflicts caused by the events of 9/11.

Winning this grant would enable us to:

* Mount a 12-month, 6-State, 30-performance tour of Under the Veil
* Trigger curiosity; deepen insights; transform conflict caused by 9/11
* Mobilize a network of students committed to building peace post 9/11
  * Launch a decade of peacebuilding on the 10th anniversary of 9/11.
  * Capture the Under the Veil tour on high quality video

PLEASE VOTE EVERY DAY IN NOVEMBER!
GO TO www.TEAPROJECT.com
and VOTE right from our homepage!